ANONS, FOR YOUR HARD WORK AND DEDICATION

YOU WILL BE AMONG THE FIRST TO EXPLORE SPACE
WHEN ART IMITATES REALITY

THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES
STEVE BANNON: ‘THERE’S A SPECIAL PLACE IN HELL’ FOR REPUBLICANS WHO DO NOT BACK TRUMP
Akayed Ullah, a Bangladeshi native, detonated part of his "low tech" explosive in the passage just 200 feet from the bus terminal at West 42nd St. and Eighth Ave.

False flag(s).
POTUS 100% insulated
Expect fireworks.
JUSTICE.

False Flag by Bangledeshi Man

1 Bangladeshi Taka equals 0.012 US

BDT. Blunt & Direct Time
Think currency.

BDT = Bangladeshi Money

Connect the Dots

Do you believe in coincidences?
"Blunt & Direct Time"

Capitalize B, D, T Yesterday

XE: Convert BDT/USD. Bangladesh Taka to United States Dollar
A Grover making the El Diablo, or the Devil's Horns signs in front of the Bohemian' Grove mascot, the Owl.

Bohemian Grovers meet every summer in the giant Redwood forests near San Francisco, California. They conduct a Cremation of Care ceremony which allegorically washes them of worries and stress accumulated over the year.
I BLEW MY DICK OFF FOR SATAN

AND THE DEMOCRATS PURPLE COUP
I'VE GOT TO FIND A WAY

TO SNATCH THAT SNATCH
DOES THIS STAND FOR WOMENS RIGHTS?

DOES THIS MEAN GILLIBRAND?
DOES THIS STAND FOR WOMENS RIGHTS?

DOES THIS MEAN GILLIBRAND?
THE MANY RINGS OF SATURN
KEEP CALM WHILE THE STORM RAGES
CHESTER BENNINGTON
HOG-TIED DROWNING
ATTEMPT ...
Coroner Redacted Info in Autopsy Report
CLEARLY

THIS WAS A SUICIDE
The Congressional Wives have a +10 to take direct control of any Government group.
THE BEST THING FOR THAT GIRL

WOULD BE TO BE TIED DOWN AND SCREWED
In 1992, Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) admitted he once sexually assaulted a woman in a column he wrote for the Stanford Daily titled “So much for stealing second.”

#QAnon #TheStorm
An ex-spy chief who spoke out publicly against Trump while inspiring other career intelligence figures to follow suit has admitted his leading role in the intelligence community waging political war against the president, describing his actions as something he didn't "fully think through". In a surprisingly frank interview, the CIA's Michael Morell - who was longtime Deputy Director and former Acting Director of the nation's most powerful intelligence agency – said that it wasn't a great idea to leak against and bash a new president.

Morell had the dubious distinction of being George W. Bush's personal daily briefer for the agency before and after 9/11, and also served under Obama until his retirement. In the summer of 2016 he took the unusual step (for a former intelligence chief) of openly endorsing Hillary Clinton in a New York Times op-ed entitled, I Ran the C.I.A. Now I'm Endorsing Hillary Clinton, after which he continued to be both an outspoken critic of Trump and an early CIA voice promoting the Russian collusion and election meddling narrative.

As Politico's Susan Glasser put in a newly published interview, Morell "has emerged out of the shadows of the deep state" to become one of Trump's foremost critics speaking within the intel community. However, Politico summarizes the interview as follows:
This rally isn't half as gay as the crimes we've committed.
And, uh, as a detective, we're not allowed to believe in coincidence.
I'M DOJ OFFICIAL BRUCE OHR

MY WIFE WORKED FOR FUSION GPS WHILE THEY CRAFTED THE FAKE RUSSIAN DOSSIER.
WHAT IS OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD?

#followthewhiterabbit 🐰
"DIS-INFO IS NECESSARY" - Q

AS YOU CAN SEE IN THIS CHART, THROUGH THE YEARS

MY FAMILY HAS MURERED MILLIONS
Wray Investigates FBI Brass For Reported Vigilante-Like Plot to “F*ck” Flynn & Trump

Posted on December 11, 2017  by Investigative Bureau
Investigators confirm that Nellie H. Ohr, wife of the demoted official, Bruce G. Ohr, worked for Fusion GPS during the 2016 presidential campaign.

Fusion GPS:

- Created unverified Trump dossier
- Paid by Hillary & DNC
- Met w/Ohr, who left no paper trail of the meetings
California Organ Procurement Companies with Links to Hillary Clinton Admit Guilt in Illegal Body Parts Trafficking

December 9, 2017 By Operation Rescue 28 Comments

By Cheryl Sullenger

Santa Ana, CA – Two Southern California organ procurement companies owned by the Ecuadorian Isaias crime family, have agreed to pay nearly $7.8 million in a settlement of a law suit brought by Orange County District Attorney Tony Rackauckas last year that alleges the companies broke state laws regarding the trafficking of human aborted baby body parts.

The companies, DV Biologics and DaVinci Biosciences have admitted guilt, and have been also ordered to pay $195,000 in penalties and cease all business activities in California within 180 days.

“This settlement seized all profits from DV Biologics and DaVinci Biosciences, which they acquired by viewing body parts as a commodity and illegally selling fetal tissues for valuable consideration. These companies will never be able to operate again in Orange County or the State of California,” stated District Attorney Rackauckas in a press release dated December 8, 2017.
The Isaias Brothers: (from left) Roberto and William, who were convicted in Ecuador for stealing millions from a failed bank, and Estefano, Sr. who was involved but not charged. All three, along with their extended families, were given special favors and protection from the Hillary Clinton State Department after making large contributions to Dem. politicians, especially Pres. Obama, in a "Pay to Slay" scandal. Estefano Sr. and other family members are involved in aborted baby parts trafficking scheme in CA.
Estefano Isaias, Jr. was involved in taking illegal profits from the sale of aborted baby body parts, according to an Orange County, CA, lawsuit. He is also the CEO of an online porn business. His family came to America with the help of Hillary Clinton’s State Department after huge political contributions to Obama and others.
DV Biologics and DaVinci Biosciences, both affiliated with The Clinton Foundation, have admitted guilt, have agreed to PAY $7.8 million, and are banned from California.

Media? Crickets.

ABORTED BABY BODY PARTS WOULD BE ILLEGAL?
Domination/Control

$\text{Wealth/Resources}$

$\text{People, Planet and All Living Things}$

$\text{We Are Generation}$

$\text{We the People}$
FIRST WE GET HIM IMPEACHED

THEN I'M IN FOR 2020
YES, MISTRESS...

I HEAR AND I OBEY
I'm going to let this bitch take a little bit more rope and then she can hang herself
Accusations are good enough for me, hey I've got nothing else to work with
DID YOU KNOW SENATOR GILLIBRAN'S FATHER WAS ON THE PAYROLL OF A SECRET CULT CALLED NXIVM THAT BRANDS AND TORTURES WOMEN?
HILLARY HANDS KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND HER SENATE SEAT
KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND

UNELECTED

"IT WAS ALL HANDED TO ME"
"Gondor calls for aid!"

"My thoughts and prayers are with Gondor. Sending positive energy their way."
IT SEEMS Q IS PREPARING US FOR GORILLA WARFARE

BECAUSE THE DEEP STATE CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT IS STILL IN CONTROL

MAGA?
‘I’ll be damned!’ Trey Gowdy FURIOUS closed-door Intel testimony leaked, says only 8 people...
Harry Potter seen here with an owl. In the Harry Potter universe, owls are used to carry messages from one place to another.
CLINTON'S REIGN OF TERROR
A Trail of Suspicious Deaths

Ron Brown
Niko Junic
Charles Meissner
Sgt. Shelley Kelly
Mohamed Ferrar
Stanley Huggins
Paul Wilcher
Barry Seal
Florence Martin
Kevin Ives
Don Henry
Keith Coney
Keith McKaskle
Gregory Collins
Jeff Rhodes
Richard Winters
Jordan Ketelson
Steve Willis
Robert Williams
Conway Lebleu
Todd McKeehan
Maj. Gen. William Robertson
Col. William Densberger
Spec. Gary Rhodes
Staff Sgt. Brian Haney
Marine Sgt. Tim Sabel
Major William S. Barkley, Jr.
Capt. Scott Reynolds
Col. Robert Kelly
Alan G. Whicher
Luther Parks
DID YOU KNOW

1 OUT OF 3 HILLARY SUPPORTERS ARE JUST AS STUPID AS THE OTHER 2
WHEN WITCHCRAFT RISES

KILL IT WITH FIRE
SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2001

KEPT MY FAMILY FED FOR YEARS
The kingdom of God does not come with observation; Nor will they say, "See here!" or "See there!" For indeed, the kingdom of God is within you.

Luke 17: 20-21
LIGHT WILL OVERCOME DARKNESS.
LIGHT WILL EXPOSE DARKNESS.
LIGHT WILL REVEAL DARKNESS.
LIGHT WILL DEFEAT DARKNESS.
Lightweight Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, a total flunky for Chuck Schumer and someone who would come to my office “begging” for campaign contributions not so long ago (and would do anything for them), is now in the ring fighting against Trump. Very disloyal to Bill & Crooked-USED!

12/12/17, 3:03 AM
MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
TRUMP 2016
FBI's Defiant McCabe Blows Off Highly-Anticipated Senate Intelligence...

Embattled FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe has reportedly stiffed the Senate Intelligence Committee who expected him to testify on Tuesday. ...
Inside the Trump dossier handoff: McCain's 'go-between' speaks out

By Catherine Herridge, Pamela K. Browne, Cyd Upson | Fox News
WAIT JUST A DAMN MINUTE, I CAN EXPLAIN

SHE MADE ME DO IT

TRUMP IS CLOSING IN ON US

DO SOMETHING!
Public Service REMINDER

for: HUMANS

MEN MAKE MOVES  MOST NEVER ASK
FUCK MINERVA

FUCK MOLOCH
Old NCUA Seal
1971 - 2017
(Nixon Admin)

New NCUA Seal
Dec. 8, 2017
Trump Exec. Order

Current
Federal Reserve
Seal
CHECK OUT THIS CRAZY WEAPON

..I MEAN HOTEL.
Heads up for folks in DC: There will be a military drill over the city from midnight until 2:30 a.m. Among the assets being deployed: F-16 fighters, C-21 transporters and MH-65 Dolphin helicopters. NORAD says it's testing rapid response capabilities.
TFW WHEN YOU “EXPECT FIREWORKS”

AND YOU BOMB YOUR OWN DICK OFF

DEAR NEW YORKERS

DID YOU KNOW YOU HAVE A ROYAL FAMILY MAKING DECISIONS FOR YOU?
False flag(s).
POTUS 100% insulated.
Expect fireworks.
JUSTICE.
Q

Blunt & Direct Time.
Adam Schiff is a traitor to our country.
Leaker.
NAT SEC.
EVIL.
Tick Tock.
Hope the $7.8mm was worth it.
Enjoy the show.
Q

New York bombing suspect identified as Akayed Ullah, a 27-year-old Brooklyn resident from Bangladesh
Angry about Israel: Failed Brooklyn-based Bangladeshi cab driver, 27, in a suicide vest causes rush hour panic when 'revenge' pipe bomb he learned to make on the internet explodes too early

They switched out his bomb with one filled with fireworks. That's why he is still alive and can now testify in court as to who sent him. "Think fireworks. Thwarted. Message sent. These people are sick."

5:02 PM - 11 Dec 2017
NO PARADISE
NO 72 VIRGINS
NO DICK

"YOU DIDN'T BUILD THAT"

YES THE FUCK WE DID. (YOU) DIDN'T
DAMN SON IM SO HORNY RIGHT NOW
U.S. KNOW-HOW FROM NASA
SPACE EXPLORATION
START OF CONTINUING
EXCLUSIVE STORIES
ON MUSLIM
OUTREACH

U.S. OPENS SPACE TO MUSLIM NATIONS
AUGUST 26, 2012

FULL STORY AT: lightlyraisedturnip.com
SUCK MY 🙃
LISTEN! LISTEN! LISTEN!
Bill O'Reilly reveals he has secret tape of someone offering $200,000 to a woman to accuse Trump of sexual harassment.
@seanhannity
TO ALL THE DIGGERS, THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HARD WORK

WITHOUT YOUR EFFORTS, WE WOULD STILL BE ON THE SURFACE
PEDOGATE: Women Operatives In Very High Places

Covert Anglo-American Network of "Crown Agents' Sisters"
24 HOURS EARLIER, $2.3 TRILLION GOES MISSING

12-8-17: "Pentagon Announces First Audit Of The Department Of Defense"

16 YEARS LATER, A TRUMP AUDIT IS GOING TO FIND IT.
BROS, I JUST LEARNED THAT PIZZAGATE IS REAL!

SO WHAT THE HELL ARE WE SUPPOSED TO EAT NOW?!
HAPPY TO TALK ABOUT

THE PLANET WE STOLE FROM YOU

"THE DICTATOR POPE"

WHY IS THE POPE TRYING SO HARD TO HIDE THIS NEW BOOK?

"THE DICTATOR POPE"

WHY ARE POPE FRANCIS AND THE MSM TRYING TO HIDE YOU THIS NEW BOOK FROM YOU?
"THE DICTATOR POPE"

CAN YOU SEE HOW THE POPE IS TRYING TO DISTRACT YOU FROM READING THIS NEW BOOK?

THE NEW BOOK THE POPE DOES NOT WANT YOU TO READ.

WHY?

READ "THE DICTATOR POPE" NOW BECAUSE THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE.
JUSTICE IS COMING

READ "THE DICTATOR POPE" NOW BECAUSE THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE.
Today, @POTUS signed a directive calling for the United States to lead a human return to the Moon, followed by missions to Mars and beyond. Details: go.nasa.gov/2jOXj5g
The Federal Government quickly comprehended the role of public opinion as a foreign policy tool during the Cold War. Following World War II numerous Government agencies began the systematic exploitation of motion pictures, radio, and other media to influence public opinion abroad toward support of American foreign policy initiatives. In 1953 the Federal Government created the United States Information Agency (USIA) to oversee most activities in this area. The USIA supported American foreign policy makers through programs of information gathering, analysis, and dissemination. Although most of the USIA's records date later than the Korean War, RG 306 contains records of some predecessor agencies that include documentation pertaining to that conflict.
Since the beginning of time
REALLY?
Democratic Vote in 2016 (Known Human Trafficking Networks)

High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas Program Counties 2011 with Intelligence and Information Sharing Initiative Locations

Eau Clair County
Johnson County
Lamazoo County
Orange County/
Albuquerque
Caddo Parish

TO NORTHWEST NETWORK THROUGH CANADA

Over 200 Illegal Alien Sanctuary Cities in the U.S.

Source: Center for Immigration Studies
Ishtar/Inanna/Lilith, who is Baal's wife - Mesopotamia

Athena/Minerva, the goddess of wisdom with her owl

Moloch, known by many names including — Molech, Molech, Môloch, Molak, Milcom, or Malcam

Moloch and/or Baal is the deity attributed to death and particularly the blood sacrifice of the youth in exchange for the gifts from an entity of the dark side.
Senior Executive Services

Kristine Marcy

Femme Comp Incorporated
C4 and Information Technologies

1979

SBA
U.S. Small Business Administration

HUBZone
Historically Underutilized Business Zones
Certificate #26717

United States Court of Appeals
For the Armed Forces
In 1997, The Small Business Administration 8 (a) was formed by Kristine Marcy to create an intra-agency beauracracy that had little or no oversight, and with a budget in the millions of dollars. Due to her low profile, Kristine Marcy, who operates like a Mafia Don, is all but invisible to the public eye.
Iris Weinshall

Iris Weinshall (born September 5, 1953) is the Chief Operating Officer of The New York Public Library,[1] former vice chancellor at the City University of New York and a former commissioner of the New York City Department of Transportation.[2] Weinshall was appointed Chief Operating Officer by the Library in July 2014, and she began her tenure on September 1, 2014.[1] She is married to U.S. Senator Chuck Schumer.
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FREE THE INDICTMENTS
AMERICAN JUSTICE

HAS A SPECIAL PLACE FOR
GEORGE SOROS
George Soros Funded Group Readying Trump’s Sexual Harassment Accusers To Push For Congressional Investigation

"Their disturbing allegations came to light before the post-Weinstein era of accountability for sexual misconduct and the rise of the #MeToo movement."

Hey POTUS I can play chess too, but I cheat
A far-left activist group funded by George Soros is readying the women who accused President Donald Trump of sexual misconduct to demand a congressional investigation. The women had made their accusations just before the November 2016 election.
George Soros launched his philanthropic work in South.
We have a special place picked out for GS. Really special.

GEORGE SOROS

ITMO

SLITARY

Ok let's pay to have Trumps fake accusers come out again
Ok let's pay to have Trump's fake accusers come out again
All you will ever need to know about the cancer rotting the soul of #America...

George Soros
The 27th Richest person in the World, is using his BILLIONS to impose a radical agenda on America & influence our election.

"The main obstacle to a stable and just World is the United States of America."

8/29/17, 11:13 AM

2,811 Retweets 3,969 Likes
Billionaire George Soros' son Robert, 51, makes out with new 29-year-old girlfriend in front of his wife who was booked on the same flight

- Robert Soros was booked on the same flight as his soon-to-be ex-wife Melissa Schiff on Sunday.
- Seated a few rows in front of his ex, Soros proceeded to make out with his new 29-year-old girlfriend Jamie Singer.
- Schiff didn't make a scene, but it was uncomfortable for her and for others in the business-class cabin who were appalled by his brazen behavior, a source told the New York Post.
- The couple were married for 22 years and raised two college-aged children.
- They are currently fighting over a $13 million Manhattan townhouse, an upstate New York country home and a $9 million Martha's Vineyard cottage.
IF YOU'RE GOING TO CLEAR A SWAMP

BEST TO HAVE A TRIAL RUN
SPIRIT COOKING

THE NIGHT AWAY
THE STORM IS UPON US.

We do not fear.
The lies will be unwoven,
The chains to be broken.
The blindfold has slipped.
Do we like what we see?

The winds do blow.
The masses quake.
Yet trembling from the fury,
of storm clouds beholden.
We stride right on through.
The lightning is not meant for thee.
THE SWAMP

It's ALL connected

Entertainment
Use movies/pop music to seed consciousness generate
emotional that let's me CM i

The Matrix:

The world we live in

The operatives:
Those who manage The Matrix

CIA & 7 supercomputers
lined in port for Operation

"Can't on lei's go deeper!"

Child trafficking

Drugs (illegal and legal, but tainted or partial strength)

Organ harvesting, trafficking

Human trafficking

Rogue Intel Factions: CIA/FBI/JTTF/DHS/Mossad

Use Flags (to "me and conquer"; catalyze mass consciousness; maintain state at near)

Front Companies
(skipt laws, deception, blackmail, intel, Foreign Spies/Enforcer Networks

Paperclip 2 (to skirt US domestic intel laws; prody armies; PMC's; Rentability)

Money Laundering

*News narrative
(Operation Mockingbird: control the narrative of the daily news)

Ratlines
(profit centers to fund blade protects tools for)

BIG MEDIA

BIG TECH

Alphabet (Google, YouTube)

Amazon

Facebook

Twitter

Disney

Notional Amusements, Inc.

NBCUniversal

5

- Control food sources
- Food production
- Use moss spraying of pesticides
- Substitute natural nutrients for synthetics
- Weaponize forced vaccinations/viruses

BIG AGRA

BIG BIO-TECH

BIG PHARMA

Mergers: concentration of control
Syngenta bought by ChemChina

Oncor Chemical bought by DuPont

Monsanto bought by Bayer

Network of Global Corporate Control
(concentration of corporate ownership through interlocking boards and a smattering of niche growth managing the
run mostly by humanoids)

Overlords: Bloodline Families
Those who know the ancient occult magic behind The Matrix

Religion: Luciferianism
- Occult magic rituals
- Worshipping the Dark Side through rituals, including child/human sacrifice

The Papacy

Certain bloodline families maintain positions of royalty
and aristocracy throughout Europe; certain American families have held political dominance

Secret Societies:
In the Shadows
Bohemian Grove
Knights Templar
Freemasons and Rosicrucians
Opus Dei
P2
Skull and Bones
Society of Jesus-The Jesuits
The Fellowship (aka 'The Family')
The Order of St. Hubertus

Banking Families
Certain bloodline families have dominated global financial institutions, including:
BIS, FED, IMF, World Bank, Wall Street

Banking Families

Unelected Private Policy/Trend-Setting Groups
Bilderberg Group
Club of Rome
Council on Foreign Relations
Royal Institute of International Affairs
(Tavistock Institute
Trilateral Commission

Off-Planet:
Secret Space Programs (with technology 50-1,000 more advanced than the tech on the surface of the Earth)

Compiled by © Sam H. Ritchie
Rev. November 19, 2017
Tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the preservation of fire.
You know what I'll do if you finish that sentence.
FOR LEAKERS

ADAM SCHIFF

ADULT DIAPERS
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

MAXIMUM ABSORBENCY

ONLY $7.8 Million

FOR WHEN THE SCHIFF HITS THE FAN
Rep Schiff Denies Viewing Eye-Popping Evidence
"I haven't seen anything shocking, this is just how I look"
For the better part of a year, Mr. Schiff has been teasing the public with claims of wrongdoing by his political adversaries, but refusing to back them up.

As a member of the committee, Mr. Schiff is not only barred from disclosing classified material; he’s also prohibited from discussing such information, or even causing it to be discussed. Is it possible that he’s managed to avoid running afoul of House rules because the information doesn’t
For the better part of a year, Mr. Schiff has been teasing the public with claims of wrongdoing by his political adversaries, but refusing to back them up.

As a member of the committee, Mr. Schiff is not only barred from disclosing classified material; he’s also prohibited from discussing such information, or even causing it to be discussed. Is it possible that he’s managed to avoid running afoul of House rules because the information doesn’t exist?
$7.8 MILLION ??

OH SCHIFF!

WHAT $7.8 MILLION?
Congratulations you just won the **TraitorBowl**! What will you do next?!

Im gonna go to pizza planet!!!1!

---

**BUSTED:** Adam Schiff 7.8 Million Dollars to provide national secrets to foreign nations

(What part of "we do not forgive and we do not forget, expect us" didn't these schiffheads understand?)
Congratulations you just won the **TraitorBowl**! What will you do next?!

I'm gonna go to pizza planet!!!1!

---

**BUSTED:** Adam Schiff 7.8 Million Dollars to provide national secrets to foreign nations

(What part of "we do not forgive and we do not forget, expect us" didn't these schiffheads understand?)
Rep. Adam Schiff, the ranking Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee, was previously financially aided by the George Soros-financed MoveOn.org to win his Congressional seat.

Schiff was also awarded the Toll Fellowship, which is sponsored by the Council of State Governments, a nonprofit that monitors federal government activities and is heavily financed by Soros's Open Society Foundations.

The Open Society and Soros-funded groups have additionally supported a number of Schiff's legislative efforts.
(sigh)–Someday I am going to be just as good a leaker and traitor as my hero, Pat Leahy! **Carlos, for the last time cut it out! I am not one of your little girls!!!**
O.K. Let Me Get This Straight

Trump Is Married To This Woman  BUT  Forced Himself On This Woman

Sorry Liberals, But I’m Not Buying It.
Not Even On Double Coupon Days.....
BLUNT &
DIRECT TIME
(I HOPE HE DOESN'T BRING UP THE MOON LANDING)

TRUMP CARD WINS
It’s always darkest before the Don.
WHAT THE HELL DO YOU THINK YOU'RE DOING?
"At any time, at any place, our snipers can drop you ... .... Have a nice day.

I'M GONNA EXPOSE U FOR THE PEDOPHILES U ARE
GET IN, BITCHES

WE'VE GOT SOME SNOWFLAKES TO EXTINGUISH
Local Man is Fucking Invincible

HIGH CARD WINS

BIGLY
Emperor Trump addressing his senior officers on Titan, 2389AD
We love our U.S. Military. On behalf of an entire Nation, THAN . . .

. . . for your sacrifice and service!
ON.

THE LAST PRESIDENT

By

INGERSOLL LOCKWOOD,

1900

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY,
New York.
"Mr Trump you can't just keep winning all the time"

that's where you're wrong kiddo

THE TRUMPIRE STRIKES BACK
VA MEDICAL CENTERS

THE ONLY PLACE WHERE A SOLDIER HAS A SECOND CHANCE TO DIE FOR THEIR COUNTRY
Build The Wall!
They have to go back!
Reddit: r/18theo

I love GUYS

C ♥ 5 GUYS!

Five GUYS!!
War
War never changes
War

War never changes
WHY IS
EVERYBODY YELLING
Wife of demoted DOJ official worked for firm behind anti-Trump dossier

By James Rosen, Jake Gibson | Fox News

Deeper connections revealed between Fusion GPS, DOJ official

Fox News confirms Bruce Ohr’s wife worked for Fusion GPS last year and was paid by the opposition research firm through the summer and fall of 2016. James Rosen has the details for ‘Special Report.’

EXCLUSIVE: A senior Justice Department official demoted last week for concealing his meetings with the men behind the anti-Trump “dossier” had even closer ties to Fusion GPS, the firm
EXECUTIVE  ·  2 hours ago

Wife of demoted DOJ official worked for firm behind anti-Trump dossier

By James Rosen, Jake Gibson | Fox News
WOLVERINES
MOTHERFUCKER!!!!!